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Dear Love Princesses, 

Thanks for downloading my book! Change your dating life for the better and get the 

guy you want by reading this short but invaluable Love and Dating Manual. 

Here you will find some fantastic love advice that I have given to many of my dating 

students to help them achieve what they want from love and dating, but for you, all 

for free! 

If you are sick of being single, or not meeting the guy you want, or things are 

going well and then suddenly start going wrong, then this book is for you! 

These tips will make all the difference in your search for a partner, or in dating, or for 

taking your relationship to the next level, and generally being happier! YAY! 

6 Part Email Mini Companion Course to Guide You (I wanna hold your hand! ;-) 

I will also guide you through each section via a short email course. The emails 

will go into more details about what I have said, and give you some actionable, 

step by step ways to follow my advice.  

Follow this guide and email mini course and become your own Love Queen! 

Everyone is different, right? 

Now with all that said it’s important to be aware that there is no one way of living 

your life, or getting with a guy, or anything else, and what you read here is based on 

the experiences and observations of one woman -- the Love Queen.  

As someone who has always had a fascination with love and dating, and has enjoyed 

coaching many students, I am sure that you will find tips and info that will be 

really useful to you in this guide. 

There are many things I wish I had known and many mistakes I could have avoided 

in my life had I had the information that I present to you now, so you can be one 

step ahead of the game if you read this book! 

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
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That said, everyone and every situation is different, so it’s up to you to read this and decide 

what you want to take from it. 

Don’t shoot the messenger!  

Overall this advice is designed to be REAL, I might say some things that challenge 

you, I might say some things that challenge conventional advice. My goal is to give 

you a no nonsense perspective on how to get the love you want.  

I’m not asking you to agree or do everything I say, just to consider what I have said 

and make your own informed decisions. 

I welcome your comments and feedback so do get in touch! 

 

Who is This Book For? 

This book is mainly geared towards women seeking men, but can also apply to 

women seeking women, and can also be an interesting and insightful read for men 

as well. 

You may find that one or more chapters really speak to you and while some aren’t 

relevant, that’s fine, read this and take from it what makes sense to you.  

I’m keeping this book quite short and simple so that it's easy to read it all.  

But it doesn’t end there, I’ll be sending specific tips and step by step companion 

instructions to you by email, so stay tuned to your inbox. 

Please add me to your email safe senders list if you haven’t already, so you definitely 

get my extra help! 

If you have some other tips or advice that I’ve missed out and you’d like to share with 

me and other Love Queen readers, then please get in touch with me! 

  

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
http://www.thelovequeen.com/contact/
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Chapter One 

Get Ready to Love and be Loved 

Read this!  

This chapter might seem like it’s only for single people, but actually its important for 

EVERYONE, even those in a long-term relationship. Miss this step and you may well 

sabotage your chances for happiness. 

 

If however you feel totally confident and happy with yourself, well done, you may 

skip this chapter. 

OK so I know this might sound a bit corny and trite advice, but you really do need 

to LOVE YOURSELF to have a healthy relationship with someone else.  

Think about it, if you don’t love yourself, how do you expect someone else to?  

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
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And what kind of energy will you likely be projecting onto the world and others if you 

are all insecure and unhappy with yourself?  

This isn’t to say you can’t get in a relationship whilst feeling down on yourself, 

but if you don’t deal with those feelings you won’t be able to truly give yourself 

to someone else, nor receive their love fully, and this will affect your chances of 

future happiness. 

The Danger of going into relationships and dating with low self-esteem… 

Worse still, you may even let people take advantage of you because subconsciously 

a part of you feels you don’t deserve better treatment, or because unkind people 

may pick up on your vulnerability and try to manipulate you  

(I'm not trying to scare you, it’s just that this happened to me). 

The Joy of going into dating and relationships with Confidence 

Self-esteem and self-confidence are SUPER SEXY!  

Think about some of the men you have known that gave off an air of confidence and 

self-assurance (not arrogance though, that’s going too far!). Now think of the nervous 

men, convinced they are not good enough. Who’s more desirable? Exactly! 

Here’s a true story and a little example of the difference confidence can make.  

My best friend Julia has recently married someone that I have known since I 

was 14. Back then I was young and superficial in the way most teenagers are, 

and I never really took much notice of Jonathon who was quiet and seemed 

geeky to me (not that I was super cool either, just an “in the middle kind of 

girl” but with lots of friends).  

A few years later Johnathon met my best friend through a job we all worked 

at in a local diner and fell for her. She wasn’t interested then, most likely 

because he was shy and still carrying round hang-ups from his early teenage 

years. But he was a nice person and they stayed in contact via Facebook.  

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
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Years later I found out that they were still in touch. Julia had come out of 

a long term relationship several years ago but had not been able to move 

on. She had been out of the dating pool for some years so I encouraged 

her to go on a date with him to get her confidence back so that she could 

go on other dates. 

But here’s the thing, Johnathon had changed. He didn’t look particularly 

different, but everything else about him seemed different. I met up with the two 

of them and was amazed to see this guy so changed; confident, funny, 

interesting, and attractive to my friend. So my friend didn’t need to date 

anyone else, and they are now happily married! 

Moral of the story: Ultimately Johnathon is most likely the same person he 

ever was, except with his new found confidence his good qualities shone 

through and he got himself a fantastic wife! Therefore, by changing your 

attitude you can change how people perceive you! 

Now its important to understand that you don’t have to think you're perfect (in fact 

if you did that would be rather narcissistic of you because no-one is!), but you 

should recognise your strengths, and try to cultivate a sense of self love. 

“OK OK, I get it, I need to love myself, but how?” 

There are some easy things that you can do to improve your self esteem, they take 

some effort (e.g. you have to actually DO them), but are easy to do. 

1. Make a list of your good qualities. 

If you find this difficult, don’t set the bar too high. Women often tend to 

underrate themselves, so pick out anything you feel is a strength from 

things as simple as “I am a good listener” to “I make a great chocolate cake” 

or “I speak two languages”.  

Notice how these can be intangible qualities, like being caring, kind, fun, 

adventurous, etc, or also actual things you do or can do, for instance if you 

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
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are, good with money, or well travelled, or are the kind of person who is 

there for your friends etc. 

You could also ask some good friends or family members what they think 

of as your best qualities for some extra inspiration. 

2. Act like you’re special! 

Put a little bit of extra time into your self-care routine. This not only makes 

you look better, but also the confidence from this will make you feel much 

better and this will be projected out into the world. You will start to notice 

the difference from people you know and even those you pass in the 

street! 

You can try my Bath Ritual with pampering, candles, some nice words, then 

dress up in some clothes that make you feel good 

Want to know more about the Bath Ritual? I’ve got step by step instructions 

that I’ll be sending you in the fantastic mini email course that accompanies 

this book! 

3. Fake It Till You Make It 

So you’ve done all that, and maybe you are feeling much better, but not 

quite better enough?  

If so the answer is to fake it till you make it. It might sound strange but if 

you start acting a certain way, this affects your brain until you can actually 

start believing it and get others believing it too.  

This has been scientifically proven to work over and over again.  

This technique works not just in love, but in most areas of life, especially 

work!  

Have a look at confident people, how can you tell they are confident?  

How do they walk and carry themselves? How do they act?  

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
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Many people who seem really confident actually do have all the usual 

insecurities, but are able to project a confident vibe, making people 

attracted to them, and in turn increasing their self esteem and well being. 

If you want to know exactly how to do this I’ll be sending a fascinating 

video link that explains all in my first email to you! 

4. Love your body and your looks 

I know it’s easy to say, but try not to get obsessed with your body and your 

perceived ‘imperfections’.  

Only airbrushed models and pop stars tend to have the ‘perfect body’ (and 

that also highly depends on your idea of perfect!), in real life we all have 

things that we like and dislike about ourselves. 

A good friend of mine in her 50s told me that if she could go back in time 

she would tell her younger self that that was the best she was ever going 

to look so enjoy it!  

This might sound negative but it isn’t, it’s about recognising what you 

have and being grateful for it, and knowing that others are not 

perfect either. 

If you feel that changing your body will solve all or even some of your 

problems, the truth is that for most, that is unlikely. True confidence and 

self love comes from within first, and getting a boob job or whatever isn’t 

going to make your life all great.  

[Honest Disclosure] I did myself consider getting a boob job when my self 

esteem was low but now I am happy with my small breasts, and even rejoice in 

them and the fact that I can not wear a bra if I want. 

Finally, most men actually IDOLIZE you once a spark has been lit, and will 

actually not see your imperfections, or better yet will see them as 

WONDERFUL features that you have.  

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
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If for any reason you get in a relationship where the guy is putting you 

down, get rid of him! He’s not worth it! You will find someone who will love 

you for you, and see you as his ideal type. 

5. Deal with the Past 

(Forgiveness, Healing and Counselling) 

This is a really important step. If you are still really stuck in the past, say 

hung up on an ex, it can make it harder to welcome new and good things 

into your life. 

If you feel hurt or angry because of your ex, the most healthy thing 

you can do is give them forgiveness. This doesn’t mean you need to 

actually contact them, just forgive them in your heart.  

Why should you do this? It's not for their sake, it's for yours. It’s really hard 

to move on from someone when they keep coming up in your thoughts, 

even if those thoughts are negative. 

If you are interested in more info on this stay tuned for my email 

newsletter where I’ll tell you how I got over my abusive ex boyfriend. 

If on the other hand your ex was not unkind you may just be sad and 

finding it hard to move on. I always recommend people leave at least 1 

month to help get over an ex boyfriend, before doing things like dating or 

even talking to your ex. This gap will help the breakup go more cleanly. 

If it has been longer than that and you still feel really hung up on your ex, 

a great thing to do is start socialising with your friends, catching up with 

people you have lost touch with, or making new friends by taking up a 

hobby for instance. 

You may then find that the best way to move on is to get out there, so even 

if you don’t feel like it, try going for a date, or joining a dating website or 

whatever. You may find Mr Right quite quickly, but even if you go on some 

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
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dud dates you will find your confidence rising and your mind distracted 

from thoughts of your ex and this will help you to move on. 

On the other hand, if you are still having trouble getting over the past I 

would highly recommend meditation. Try this guided meditation from 

YouTube, one which I liked (cute Aussie accent too!)  

Really depressed? 

For mild depression or soon after a breakup, then meditating and the 

other things I have suggested will really help. If you feel seriously 

depressed, or just cannot get over the past, then please get help from a 

healer or medical professional, there are people who can guide you back 

to the light. Counselling and healing or any other good therapies are 

recommended. 

Hang on in there, you will feel better if you try these things <3 

6. Be kind to yourself  

(Be your own best friend and give yourself great advice) 

Are You kind to You? As women, we often have a lot of sympathy and 

understanding for others, but forget to give the same treatment to 

ourselves! 

Cast your mind to a time when a friend was going through something 

difficult, be it love related or not, or just imagine this happening to your 

good friend.  

What did you say to them?  

I’m guessing you told them to be kind to themselves, and to recognise that 

anyone would feel stressed in their position and to try and treat 

themselves with extra love (baths, pampering sessions, walks in nature, 

good times with friends etc). 

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-7Pc9-L1lHU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-7Pc9-L1lHU
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Now think of a time You have been in a similar situation . Did you 

find yourself in despair? Wondering what was wrong with you and why 

you couldn’t sort things out? If you were your own best friend what 

would you say? 

When I do this test on myself at difficult times in my life I realise that I need 

to be kinder to myself and follow the advice I would give to others. Now it’s 

time for you to do the same!  

Be your own BFF! (Best Friend Forever!) 

Summary: Do as many of these things as possible, regularly, and watch your self-

confidence and attractiveness grow!  

Check my mini email course, which will give you step-by-step tips on how to do this. 

  

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
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Chapter 2 

Expectations & Time to Check Yourself! 

Soulmates and who really meets them 

As a love and dating expert, I am always hearing people ask me how they can meet 

their soulmate. Sometimes this worries me though, and I ask the person,  

 

“What is a soulmate? Who do you think are the people that actually meet their 

soulmates, and how?” 

Everyone seems to have a different answer, but some people are hoping to meet 

someone who is their ideal partner in every way (or at least matches up to some kind 

of invisible list of criteria), where everything will be blissful and no arguments ever 

and so on. Ladies, I have news for you, THIS PERSON DOES NOT EXIST! 

Mr and Mrs Perfect? THIS COUPLE DOESN’T EXIST! 

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
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People are immensely complicated and no one can be perfect all the time, nor 

suited to you in every way. 

So who are those people that say they have met their soulmate? (and I do know many 

people who believe that they have!)  

These ‘lucky’ people are generally the people with reasonable expectations, who 

know that they and their partner are human beings - with all the positive qualities 

but also faults and foibles that we all have.  

They are also usually people who put a lot of effort into communication to make sure 

that their relationships run as smoothly as possible, even through the difficult times. 

So you too can meet your soulmate, but here are some guidelines…. 

Ask yourself: What’s actually important in a partner? (and save yourself sooo 

much time by getting this right) 

Think carefully about what is really important to you.  

Does your partner have to look a certain way, or have a certain hobby or interest or 

point of view? Sometimes this is important, but a lot of times these things end up 

not mattering in the long run. 

There are other MORE IMPORTANT things that will make a relationship 

compatible and work, such as what you both want out of life and your general 

life goals.  

Everyone’s needs from a partner are different but make sure that you are focusing 

on things that really matter and not some long list of things that in the long run will 

not be truly important.  

For example, having some shared interests is great, but you don’t need to like 

everything the same. My partner loves soccer, for me it's really boring and annoying. 

But I’ve learned to get on with it (and even take a small interest, if you can’t beat 

them, join them!), so the message is, don’t get distracted by looking for the perfect 

person, but do make a list of qualities that are essential to you. 

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
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My basic list  

- Kindness,  

- Sexiness (different to looks),  

- Ability to make me laugh and have a laugh  

- Someone that is happy to travel since that’s one of the things I love most 

in life and do often. 

- Life goals in alignment (e.g. where we want to live, if we both want kids, 

what you want for our future) 

Ideal List – Man with a sense of balance and self-confidence. Neither too assertive 

nor too sappy!  

Give people a chance, to help you to find your soulmate or ideal partner. 

This all relates to what I’ve been saying, and more.  

Many times when you meet someone for the first time you may not see all their 

hidden wonderfulness, and even their sexiness may be hidden and take a while for 

you to see properly.  

Also people tend to be nervous on dates so you may not get the best or most 

accurate view of someone that way.  

So if the guy seems decent and nice, give him a chance, and see if attraction 

and love blossoms. I’ve known so many girls that weren’t that attracted to their 

partner at first date (including myself with one of my exes), and my best friend Julia 

(who’s story I shared above,) but have gone past that and found them to be 

wonderful, kind and sexy and marriage material! 

Be a Love Queen not an Ice Queen! 

You’ve been hurt, you can’t trust anyone anymore, so you become an Ice Queen. I 

see this all the time, usually from ladies who have been cheated on by their partners.  

I do get it, you’ve been hurt and you want to protect yourself, but the fact is, this isn’t 

very likely to help you. 

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
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I usually see this misguided strategy go one of three ways: 

You’re a really convincing Ice Queen; men who meet you think you are cold 

and scary and generally run away faster than you can say ‘Frozen’. 

1. You’re not convincing enough, or the man is really perceptive, and he uses 

this knowledge to actually manipulate you by telling you you’ve been hurt 

in the past, you don’t trust people etc, and then you think he knows you, 

so you let all your barriers down very quickly. 

2. You are convincing, but the man is very determined and keeps on getting 

to know you, and it all goes well in the end. 

Sadly, most times it seems to be scenario 1 or 2 that gets played out. What we need 

here is BALANCE.  

Yes, DO protect yourself and don’t fall for someone straight away, wait till you are 

sure he’s trustworthy.  

But DON’T be so cold that you either scare people away or worse they see that you 

are vulnerable and manipulate you.  

It IS possible to protect yourself AND be nice at the same time! 

Know yourself and Check yourself 

Check Yourself 

As I have said, no one is perfect and no one should expect that of you, nor you of 

others. But on the other hand occasionally I meet women (and men!) who are aware 

of their faults but seem to think it's fine to be selfish or arrogant or whatever.  

Think of those reality TV shows where people declare ‘I’m selfish and argumentative’ 

and think that it’s all good because they’ve admitted it! 

Well it's not. If you know you have a character flaw like this (and we all do to some 

extent) be aware of it and try to change it; you will have a happier life AND a much 

better chance of meeting someone really great who will want you back. 

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
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Know Yourself 

Do you really know who you are and what makes you tick? If not you are going to 

find it hard to know what qualities are truly important to you in a man.  

Spend time getting to know yourself, thinking about what you want from life, 

thinking about your strengths and weaknesses.  

This self-knowledge will yet again make you happier and more secure, and also 

allow you to know what you really want and need from a partner, saving you time 

and heartache.  

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
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Chapter 3 

How and Where to Meet People 

If you’ve got all stuff from previous chapters sorted out, then the next step is to start 

finding potential partners! 

 

Here’s my top info from all my matchmaking and dating coach experience. 

How/where do most people meet their partners? 

1. At work (makes sense since you are there with those people so much of the 

time). 

2. Through a mutual friend (what better way than someone who knows both 

of you and thinks you would be great together). 

3. Someone who has been your friend for a long time but previously you 

didn’t see each other in that way (almost all my long term partners have come 

to me in this way). 

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
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4. Through a dating service, either online or a professional matchmaking 

service. 

5. Through a hobby or shared passion. 

These are the most common ways that people meet their long term partners, and 

are usually the best way to successfully meet someone that is great for you and you 

for them. 

Of course there are other ways to meet people (a random encounter on a bus, a 

club, in the supermarket!) and they can lead to success too. 

Admittedly if you meet someone that way, your chances of making a proper go of it 

are a little more random since you will know so little about the person to start with, 

but in a way all relationships are a chance of some sort.  

So always be open-minded and try and take care of your appearance when you 

go out. 

(No need to go crazy, just wear clothes that you like, a pair of earrings perhaps or a 

necklace, put your hair in a style you like and anything else that makes you feel a 

little bit special).  

LIFE HACK TIME 

Also there is a special life hack that can greatly increase your chances of 

meeting someone, AND at the same time enrich your life in ways you never 

thought possible.  

I’ll tell you more in my emails but for the impatient among you here is a (very big!) 

hint for you: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1068680/ 

  

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
http://www.thelovequeen.com
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1068680/
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Chapter 4 

Essential Dating Tips & Hacks 

Online dating tips: To Tinder or not to Tinder 

Once considered a bit weird, online dating is now one of the number one ways to 

meet people.  

 

Tinder has pretty much changed the online dating world, and if you feel like it, by all 

means try it, as it is free.  

BUT be aware that it’s not the best way to meet people because it’s so shallow, 

and many users end up having to leave it.  

Why? Well firstly its very superficial because it’s all so based on looks, and so many 

people on there are really just looking for a quick hook up. Furthermore, the amount 

of choice and the endless temptation to keep swiping, ends up making it difficult for 

people to actually meet someone decent and give them a proper chance. 

http://www.thelovequeen.com/
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I’ve met lots of men and women who’ve been through this process and end up 

feeling drained and discouraged, so try it if you want, but don’t get addicted! 

If you want to try something a bit more serious, I do recommend a paid dating site.  

People on paid dating sites are more likely to be more serious about finding a partner.  

Also the paid dating sites also they tend to have other ways to meet people, such as 

events, cooking classes, things like that which are great ice breakers and take away 

the fear of a normal date! 

To meet great people, I highly recommend Match.com. Check them out or take a 

look at my review here. 

If you want help on filling in your online dating profile, (and how to avoid the 3 

worst mistakes people make) visit my blog and read how to fill in your profile for 

maximum responses.  

Real Life Dating Tips 

So you now have a date and are getting ready, yay! But sometimes nerves can get 

the better of us.  

What are the most common and easily avoidable mistakes that people make? 

Ok, as with all of this book, everyone is different and there is no one size fits all kind 

of rule. That said, here’s some rooky dating mistakes that you can easily avoid: 

1. Babbling on endlessly – You may well be nervous, and it's good to be chatty 

to get things going if you can, but remember a conversation is two way. If you 

feel you are babbling, take a deep breath, ask a question and listen to his 

answer, then try a follow up question to show you are interested. 

2. Being drunk – Many people like a little bit of Dutch courage before a date, 

and a small drink can be really helpful, but turn up drunk and this is an instant 

turn off. You may feel shining and funny, but if the other person is sober, well 

you will just seem drunk, which is never flattering. 

3. Telling your whole life story – Sharing is great and helps to get to know 

someone, but at the same time mystery is important too, so don’t reveal 
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everything about yourself on the first few dates, keep him intrigued by laying 

out little interesting details and so on. 

4. Going on about your ex – It’s fine to mention them if it comes up, but in 99% 

of cases you will want to avoid talking too much about your ex as it will look 

like you are not over them (again trust me from personal experience here!) 

Top Tip 

As I mentioned before in the book, how you feel about yourself and therefore how 

you hold and carry yourself makes a huge difference to how people see you. 

This is why it’s VERY important to take note of your body language when 

on a date.  

All you have to remember is to sit with open and relaxed body language –  

Shoulders back and relaxed, not hunched up, arms open (not folded), lots of smiling 

and laughing.  

This is simple but POWERFUL. Not sure if I’m right? Go to the mirror now and try 

various body language positions. Which girl would you like to get to know better? 

Ms. Open and Happy or Ms. Closed Hunched Up?! 

Action Points 

So now you know all this… 

 Go sign yourself up for some online dating OR  

 Find someone you know and ask them out OR  

 Get a friend to set you up on a date 

 

“But Love Queen, I like someone but I don’t know if they like me back and don’t 

want to embarrass myself” 

That’s ok my love Princesses. Read on to the next chapter for my sneaky tricks 
to solve this issue successfully!  
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Chapter 5 

Gauging Interest and Flirting – (Do they like you 
back??) 

 

So you’ve found someone you like, (perhaps a colleague or friend or even a friend of 

a friend) but you don’t want to embarrass yourself by declaring your interest without 

knowing if they like you back. 

Here’s how to flirt and find out if he likes you back: 

Firstly, since men can be pretty dense at this type of thing, you need to drop a few 

subtle clues that you are interested, best done through a bit of flirting.  

If you don’t know how, then what I do, is start to give slightly longer than usual eye 

contact, and nice bright smiles and laughs around them.  
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Research by Monika Moore (and my real life experience!) has proved that men can 

be a bit dense with this at first so usually you will need to make prolonged eye 

contact a few times before he notices. 

A little touch on the arm here, a slightly longer than necessary contact of the hand 

when he passes you something, laughing at his jokes, being a little cheeky, teasing a 

little bit (but watch out for the super sensitive kind of man who may not like teasing!). 

Keep doing this kind of thing for a while, then ideally get him out in some kind of 

social situation. If you still have no idea if he likes you back then a group situation is 

likely best. This works very well if you both drink a little but can also be great if you 

don’t drink.  

Knee Touch! 

At some point in the evening, whilst sitting, let your knee or leg ‘accidentally on 

purpose’, touch his leg. If he leaves his there, you are most likely in with a great chance! 

If he moves it, it either means he is not interested, or still hasn’t actually realised you 

like him and is just not thinking about you that way yet. 

Rinse and repeat with the flirting until you start to see a response one way or 

the other. 

Now sometimes, this may not work properly, you may get mixed signals, and 

this has happened to me because the guy was actually really nervous about 

something.  

If you get to a point where you are really confused, there is always the option 

of asking a friend to find out for you. It may sound a bit child-like but trust me, 

this has worked well for me many times! 

READ HIS BODY LANGUAGE! 

Women are generally better at men than doing this, but sometimes women also 

totally forget to observe a man’s body language, which is MADNESS since it’s the 

EASIEST way to gauge interest. 
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First, sit with good open body language. Then watch their body language to see if 

they are responding.  

If you lean in to them do they lean forward or back, are their arms crossed or open?  

Is their body tilted away from you or towards you? Obviously sometimes people just 

sit for comfort, so keep monitoring it throughout the date. 

As you will easily guess, if he is mainly leaning or tilting away from you, this is not a 

great sign. If on the other hand he lean towards you, and even sometimes mirrors 

(copy) your actions, then it’s a great sign that he’s interested. 

I actually got to witness this happening recently when I was out with a friend.  

Chemistry between her and a guy started out well, but as they talked it became 

clear (at least to me and the guy) that they were not suited. She was doing all the 

touches on the arm and so on, and he was not responding to them and leaning 

away (though he was still talking to her out of politeness).  

She was rather drunk (SEE DATING MISTAKES in previous chapter!) which was 

probably why she was so unaware of the bad impression she was making. 

If she had paid a little more attention to his body language she could have read 

the signs much earlier and saved herself time and effort! 

If you read the body language of men you are interacting with it will make it much 

easier for you to find the ones who are interested and stop wasting time on the ones 

who aren’t! 
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Chapter 6 

Dating to Boyfriend 

 

This chapter could have books all to itself! However before you decide you want him 

to be your boyfriend, please check that: 

1) He is worthy of you. As mentioned before this doesn’t mean he has to be a 

Prince, he just needs to not be a frog. It’s easy to idealize someone in the early 

stages of dating, so take a bit of time to consider whether he seems like a 

good, kind person, has the qualities that you need from a partner and things 

like that. 

2) Do your life plans align? This seems obvious but some people forget to check 

this and end up having to break up a few years down the line.  

For instance,  

 Do you both want or not want children?  

 Where do you see yourselves in the future?  
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 Does one of you want to travel, and the other wants to stay at home and build 

on career?  

Of course people do change their minds about their life plans, but things like 

children, travelling or moving abroad and even the subject of marriage, should 

be clearly known before settling down with someone, to avoid regrets and 

unhappiness later down the line! 

Ok so you’ve done all that, and it seems your life plans align and that he’s a good guy.  

You’ve been dating for a while and you’d like to step the relationship up to the next 

level, perhaps officially going out, exclusivity, and even the C and L words 

(Commitment and Love!) that kind of thing. 

So how to you get him to commit? Once again there is no one way to do this, but 

I’m going to lay out for you some common real life examples: 

Be Yourself, Open and Honest 

This is the most refreshing and lovely way to start a relationship, with someone who 

doesn’t play games and wants what you want. This can work well, particularly for 

men in there mid to late twenties and early to mid thirties, as often guys do want to 

settle down and have children at that age. 

Playing the Game 

If you’ve done some dating, you’ve probably come across guys ‘playing the game’. 

E.g. rather than text you the day after a date, he will leave it 3 days to look cool, or 

will sometimes ignore your calls, goes hot and cold, and other crappy tactics. 

If your guy is not behaving like this, then well done! You have found a non player, 

and if you like you are free to just go with the flow and enjoy honest and open 

communication. You don’t really need this chapter so be off with you and enjoy! 

For the rest of us…. 

My attitude to playing the game is that whilst I would rather not, once one person 

initiates it, it’s hard to avoid, because it seems like you lose if you don’t play along.  
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There is one way to avoid it though, which is to simply call them out and ask them 

what is up.  

E.g. “How come you say you’ll call but then you don’t, then turn up again? Are you 

really interested in being with me, or is there something else going on? I like you and 

I hope you like me, so we don’t need to play any games, if not though let me know 

now so we both can save ourselves time and energy” 

Love Queen CONFESSION time 

I’ve never been brave enough to call a guy out like this, because I was always 

convinced that by not being super 100% cool the guy would run away all 

freaked out.  

My Love King is a case in point, as he developed an irrational fear that I would 

try to ‘make him my bitch’ (his words not mine – if you are wondering why he 

thought this weird thing, I will reveal all of it at some point in my newsletter), 

so he spent about 9 months proving to himself (or me?) that this was not 

going to be the case.  

When I later brought it up with him (after he had FINALLY confessed his love 

for me), he did say that had I have called him out on it, he would have behaved 

better. Argh!! 9 months I spent trying to keep my cool and playing the game. 

So, if you are brave, (or just don’t take any sh*t) call the guy out and see what 

happens, BUT remember that it may not work so well with certain guys. (but 

then maybe he’s not worth it if so?) 

Why do Men Play the Game? 

Not all men playing the game have underhand intentions, it’s usually about fears or 

insecurities of one type or another: 

- Fear of commitment 

- Fear of being someone’s b*tch, see above 
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- Fear of humiliation (I had an ex who had been psychologically scarred by a 

girl and was having problems in the bedroom, he was afraid I’d laugh at 

him and reveal all to our friends, of course I did not and the problems 

disappeared, but until I found all that out his behaviour was very 

confusing!) 

- Fear of being hurt (no-one can break your heart if you break theirs first – 

not true but it’s the kind of thing people think) 

Other BIG reasons: 

- He’s a player 

- He’s not ready to settle down yet 

- He’s not over his ex 

If you’ve got more reasons to add do please do get in touch. 

If your man is from the fears category above, then you can very likely win him round 

with a bit of patience and persistence! If he’s from the second category, this is much 

harder, but can be done (if you really really want to! – no guarantees though!) 

How to Play the Game (and Win!) 

Firstly – DON’T read ‘The Rules’ by Ellen Fein, sorry but these sexist and old 

fashioned rules can really mess you up.  

I tried the ‘make him wait a month before you sleep with him rule’, at the age of 19. 

In that month I ended up falling the guy totally, (hadn’t learnt to protect my heart by 

that point) whilst he waited a month to get what he wanted and then not long after 

just never contacted me again! Ouch. 

Secondly – Be cool 

 Not an Ice Queen (see chapter 1!) but cool. * see note below 

 Don’t be needy 
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 Don’t send more than one text without getting a reply (unless you want 

to start looking stalker-y) 

 Don’t give all your secrets away – remain a bit mysterious to keep the 

passion alive 

 Send flirty and sexy texts to keep him engaged (and you too! Have some 

fun!) If you aren’t sure how, I recommend you see this (worked for me!) 

 Do cool stuff without him – no one wants someone who doesn’t have a life, 

doing cool things will make you more interesting and you can have fun too! 

 Do cool stuff with him – make him see you as fun and interesting, and have 

great bonding experiences at the same time 

 Do scary stuff with him – go to theme parks, watch scary movies and other 

really fun stuff together. Science proves that doing these things on a date can 

release brain chemicals and deepens intimacy and closeness! 

 Look into his eyes – I know from experience (and science!) that maintaining 

eye contact for longer than normal makes people feel all gooey inside (be 

gentle with this one though!) 

 Don’t fall easily - * Important note! Don’t be an ice Queen, but do guard your 

heart a bit till you can be sure he is safe and he likes you back. If you find 

yourself thinking endlessly about him and how great he is, change the topic in 

your brain! Trust me, this works. 

Being Cool (but sneaky) 

Here’s a sneaky tip you probably won’t find in many (if any??) dating books.  

In the past I have gone for the strategy of “play it cool to start with” and then “get 

more warm as time goes on”. I realised that this can really backfire because this is 

what can happen: 

1. Guy is very interested, shows it 

2. You are flattered and like him (or aren’t sure) and are cautious in revealing it 
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3. Dating continues, you become more and more enchanted with him and the 

fact he likes you 

4. He thinks you aren’t that into him and starts to cool off 

5. You end up liking him more than he likes you, even though it started off the 

other way. 

So what to do? Do as he does. 

If he seems very interested, let him know you are too (not by declaring your love or 

saying anything scary. Simply follow his own language if you need a cue, e.g. ‘I had a 

really great time tonight, you always make me laugh’ or whatever.) 

Then feel free to pull back a bit further down the line, playing a little hot and cold. In 

this way you can reverse the process above and get him to get all dreamy about you 

instead of the other way round. 

Need more help in making him yours? 

If you want detailed and step by step guidance on going from dating to 

relationship (or marriage), and really getting inside a man’s head, I highly 

recommend you see this resource, it’s the best one I have found on the subject, and 

I get a lot of ladies praising it and telling me they’ve got a great guy because of it. 

Finally… 

OK Love Princesses that’s it for my Love Manual guide, thank you so much for 

reading and I hope you’ve found some valuable insights to improve your dating & 

relationship life with!  

Well done for getting this far, if you follow even half of these tips I guarantee your 

life will start to change for the better! 

I do have lots more Love secrets and tips to share with you so, if you like what you 

read then do read my emails as well. Also feel free to reply to my emails or comment 

on them, I will read every one, and help when I can. 
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If there are topics you’d like to read about that I didn’t cover, please let me know. 

Good luck my wonderful Love Princesses! 

Hugs, Kisses and Love from,  

The Love Queen  

Also known as Katy Delacroix 

 

PS. Don’t forget to actually TAKE ACTION and do what is suggested here! 

PPS. I’ve got more insider tips and tricks to share with you via email, so don’t 

forget to add me to your safe senders list so you definitely get my tip filled 

mini course! 
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